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ABSTRACT. In this paper the motion of a small sport boat running on a lake is simulated 
using alaska tools. External forces and torques from water during movement have been taken 
into account. Using results from measurements the simulation has been validated. 
Keywords. multibody system equations, fluid forces and torques to running boat, valida-
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1. Introduction 
The water force to a boat running on a sea or lake is investigated in recent years. 
Except the hydrostatic force and th~ flow resistance to the boat there are the water 
force and torque influence on the boat during running time. These force and torque 
are depending on added mass coefficients, acceleration and velocity components of 
the boat (see Newman 1985) . Using the finite boundary element method we can 
calculate these added mass coefficients. Therefore, we will get the water force and 
torque acting on the boat during movement. The boat is considered as a multibody 
system. In this problem we have to simulate the motion of this Multibody System 
(see MaiBer 1988, 1997) under the influence of the water external force and torque 
on the boat. To calculate this motion of the boat we use alaska tools. 
2. Formulation of the problem 
Let us consider a small boat running on a lake. This boat is regarded as a 
multibody system (MBS) and consists of two kayaks used as hull . Between them, 
the articulated four bar driving system is placed. This mechanism is protected 
by patent which transforms the displacement of the driver standing on the lower 
platform into a vertical movement of the fin (figure 1). 
To investigate the behavior of the boat, a multibody alaska model is used. The 
degree of freedom of the model and the number of bodies depend on the kind and 
number of fins. Considering only the boat driving system, there are 6 bodies in the 
MBS having a degree of freedom (DOF) of 10. 
Regarding to the aim to build an optimal fin driyen boat , two kinds of fins 
are available: an elastic fin and a rigid profile fin. The hull, the rear band, the 
lower platform and the front band compose the four bar mechanism representing a 
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constrained multi body system (CMS). The driver modeled as a simple rigid body is 
connected by a rotational joint to the lower platform. By a constrained motion in 
this joint, an excitation can be applied to the MBS. The other person is fixed in the 
front of the boat as a passenger not moving. 
Velocity of boat passenger 
__. 
Fw 
Fig. 1. Model of fin driven boat 
As shown in MaiBer 1988 and 1997 the motion equations of an MBS (Lagrange 
equation) are written in explicit form 
9ab(q, t)il + rabc(q)ilit = Qa (2.1) 
K 
9ab ="""(ma X (i) &bX(i) + 1Jii&aE(i) &bE(.i) ) = 9ba ~ k a k k k k i kJ (2 .2) 
k= l 
denotes the yn_metric, 
1 
r abc := 2(&b9ab + &cgab - &a9bc) 
K 
- """(ma x(ila a xCi) + 1Jija E (i) a a E (i)) - r 
- ~ k a k b ck k a k i b c kj - acb (2.3) 
k= l 
are the Christoffel symbols of the first kind and 
(2.4) 
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denote the generalized forces, where X(i) are the Cartesian coordinates of the center 
k 
of mass of the body Bk, K(i) are the components of all applied forces acting on the 
k 
body Bk, M(ij) is the two-dimensional skew-symmetric tensor of the resultant of all 
k 
applied torques acting on the body Bk, m denote the mass of the body Bk and {Ji] 
k k 
its BINET's inertia tensor, k = 1, . . . , Kand K is the number of bodies of an MBS. 
Indices in brackets refer to the inertial frame, without brackets to the body frame. 
3. The water forces acting on the boat running in a lake 
In this part we will see the force and torque of fluid acting on the moving boat. 
The fluid is assumed to be ideal and irrotational. 
With respect to formula (2.4) of generalized forces there are the force and torque 
from water during the running time of the boat. These water force and torque acting 
on the boat during movement are written (Newman 1985): 
~ = -p :t J J ef>ndS B, (3.1) 
SB 
9Jt = -p :t J J </>(9' x n)dSB· (3.2) 
SB 
Here, if> denotes the velocity potential of water, 9t = 9'0 (t) + t is the vector from 
the origin of the inclined frame to body fixed origin (t = 0), the normal vector n is 
taken to be positive oriented and pointing out of the water volume. 
If the translation velocity is QJ(t) and the body is rotating with the angular 
velocity w(t), the velocity potential must satisfy the boundary condition on the 
body surface SB 
~~ = QJ · n + w · (t x n). (3.3) 
Here QJ = (Vi, v;, V3), w = (w1, w2, w3) (V4, Vs, V6). 
Thus Vi, v;, V3 denote the three components of translation velocity (surge, heave 
and sway) and w 1 = V4, w2 = Vs, w3 = V6 denote the corresponding rotational 
velocity components (roll, yaw, pitch). The boundary condition (3.3) suggests that 
the total potential can be expressed by the sum if>= VJef>j (j = 1, .. . , 6), where each 
component </>j satisfies the corresponding condition: 
8</>j - 3 
an - nj' j = 1, 2, ' 
8¢ · a: =(txn)j-3, j=4,5,6. 
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Therefore, if the boat is moving in the water with the velocity U in the x-direction 
with respect to inertial frame, then the potential velocity will satisfy · the following 
system of equations (see Timman, Hermans and Hsiao 1985 and Wehausen and 
Laiton 1960): 
!:lcf>i = 0 except at (~, rJ, (), 
EJ2¢i + JL acf>i = 0 h f f on t e ree sur ace y = 0, j = 1, ... , 6 , 8x2 U 2 8y 
a</;j = 0 on the bottom y = -h, (3.4) oy 
lim grad¢j = 0 , 
x=?oo 
a¢j · 1 2 3 s 
an = nj' J = ' ' on B ' 
a¢j 
an = (r x n)j-3, j = 4, 5, 6 on SB. 
The Green's formula of this problem is (Wehausen and Laiton 1960): 
7r/2 00 
· 1 1 1 J J e-khcoshk(y+h) G(x,y,z,~,rJ,()=-+---4 dTPV k 2 hkh . hkh x 
r1 r2 cos Tcos - vsm 
0 0 
[cosh k(rJ + h)(k COS2 T + v) - v] X cos[k(x - e) COST] cos[k(z - ()sin T] dk 
7r/2 
J e- kohsechk0h cosh ko (y + h) [ h k ( h) (k 2 ) ] - 4 2 X COS O T} + O COS T + I/ - I/ X cos2 T - vhsech k0 h 
TQ 
sin[k0(x - ~)cos T] cos[k0 (z - ()sin T] dT 
with v = -:fp, r 1 = y'(x - ~)2 + (y - rJ)2 + (z - ()2, 
r2 = y'(x - ~) 2 + (y + 2h + TJ) 2 + (z - ()2. k0 = k0(T) denotes the real positive 
root of the following equation: 
k0 - v sec2 T tanh k0 h = 0, To < T < 7f /2 , 
To = arccos VVh if vh < 1, To = 0 if vh 2: 1. Using the result of Wehausen and 
Laiton 1960, we can find the potential velocity function <Pi (j = 1, . . . , 6) by the 
following formula: 
c/>j(x, y, z) = J J 1(e, T}, ()G(x, y, z, e, T}, () dSB. (3.5) 
SB 
1(x, y, z) denotes the solution of the following equation: 
cPjn(x, y, z) = 27r/(x, y, z) + J J 1(~, 7], ()Gn(x, y, z, ~' T}, () dSB, (3.6) 
SB 
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here (x, y, z) E Ss . Su)Jstituting the boundary conditions of the potential velocity 
</>j on surface Ss into the equation (3.6) we .have 
nj(x, y, z) = 211"/(X, y, z) +I I 1(e, TJ, ()Gn(x, y, z, e, TJ, () dSs. (3.7) 
SB 
Here nj(x, y, z) (j = 1, 2, 3) are the components of normal vector n oriented into the 
body at the point ( x, y, z) E SB and n4 = yn3 - zn2 , n 5 = zn1 - xn3 , n6 = xn2 - yn1 . 
For the resolution, the body surface SB is divided into N panels as follows: SB = 
N LJ !:::..Sn. By writing equation (3. 7) at each center of panels we obtain N equations 
i=l 
for N unknowns: 
N 
hjm = 211"/jm + L /jn J J Gn(Xm, Ym, Zm, en, 'T/n, (n) dSn, (3.8) 
n=l 6Sn 
where hjm = nj and m = 1, ... , N, j = 1, ... , 6. 
Therefore, we can rewrite the system of equation (3.8) as follows: 
Arj = hj (j = 1, .. . , 6), (3.9) 
here A generally is a dense and nonsymmetrical matrix of N-order and /j = 
('Yj1 , · · ·, /jN ). 
Substituting the vector solution /j of equation (3.9) into the equation (3.6) we 
obtain the potential velocity </>jm at the center point of the panel !:::..Sm E Ss (m = 
1, . . . , N, j = 1, ... , 6) as follows : 
N 
</>jm = 2::::: /jn J J G(xm, Ym, Zm, en, 'T/n, (n) dSn. 
n=l 6Sn 
(3.10) 
The added mass coefficients are written as follows (see Newman 1985): 
i,j = 1, .. . '6. (3.11) 
By a similar way of Timman, Hermans and Hsiao 1985, we can prove mij = mji· 
Indeed, using Green's formula for potential functions </>j and </>i (i,j = 1, ... , 6) we 
have: 
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here So is the free surface of the fluid (y = 0) . From this formula we can carry out 
the integration with respect to x then the above expression can be rewritten in the 
form: 
_ u
2 j (¢/N>j _ ¢ ·8¢i) dz. 
g 8x 1 8x c 
Here C stands for the corresponding x boundary of S0 wave. At infinity this inte-
grated terms vanish and then we have 
Using the formula (3.10) and the boundary conditions of the potential velocity </>j 
on the surface SB the coefficients mij can be calculated by the following formula: 
N 
mij =ff (L'Yin ff G(xm,Ym,Zm,~n,7]n,(n)dSn)njdSB 
SB n= l 6.Sn 
N N 
= L ( L 'Yin ff G(xm, Ym, Zm, ~n ' 1Jn, (n) dSn) hjm 6 Sm. 
m = l n=l 6.Sn 
Here i, j = 1, . .. , 6 and 6S k E SB ( k = 1, ... , N). 
Using the result of Newman 1985, we have the formulas of the forces and torques 
with respect to the k-body fixed reference frame (BFR): 
Pj = -Vimji - Ejql Viwqmli 
k k k k k k 
Mj = -VimJ+3i - EjqtViwqmt+3i - EjqtViVqmli· 
k kk' kkk' kkk 
(3.12) 
Here j, q, l take the values 1, 2, 3 and as the index i is used to denote the six compo-
nents of the velocity potential i = 1, .. . , 6, Ejql denotes the LEVI-CIVITA symbol. 
In (3.4) the added mass coefficients are depending on the geometry of body and on 
the velocity U. From formula (3.12) it is dear that the water force and moment 
are depending on acceleration Vi(t) and velocity wq(t) of k-body. Substituting the 
k k 
force and torque (3.12) into formula (2.4) we have the generalized force from the 
water to the boat. But if we put all this exterior generalized force to the right 
side of Langrange's equation (2.1) then our program is shut-down because the ac-
celeration of the boat at the first moment is too big so the following force also is 
too large. So in the calculation we put the force terms depending on acceleration 
to the left side of Langrange's equations then we have the generalized Lagrange's 
equations with modified metric and generalized Christoffel's symbol. Therefore, our 
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r 
calculation approach is stable. Denote the force terms depending on the accelera-
tion components by virtual mass and the terms depending on velocity components 
by virtual damping. In some figures we will take the interval of time only from 
40 seconds to 50 seconds because after about 30 seconds our calculation comes to 
stationary state. We have calculated the boat motions with and without water force 
and torque during movement. Taking into account these water force and torque the 
movement range of center of mass of the boat by vertical direction is smaller. That 
means, in this case of simulation the boat is running more quietly. In figure 2 we can 
see the difference between two movement ranges of center of mass of the boat with 
and without applying these force and torque. Figure 3 and figure 4 show the force 
and torque to the boat during movement. Figure 5, figure 6 and figure 7, figure 8 
show the force and torque parts depending on acceleration and velocity of the boat. 
Figure 3 and figure 5 look similar because in the first equation of formula (3.12) the 
force term depending on acceleration is very big in comparing with the other force 
term. In those figures the forces by z direction and the torques about y direction 
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Fig. 8. Torque about x, z, y directions to the boat depending on velocity components 
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4. Result in validation of the velocities of the boat 
By experiments we have done several measurements to get the velocities of the 
boat with differe!ft models of fins under some excitation frequencies of the person. 
In this part we introduce one of our results in comparison with measurement : Figure 
9 shows the velocity of the boat with one profile fin in the front . From this figure 
we can see that after 50 seconds the behavior and the mean values of velocities in 
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Fig. 9. Boat velocity-one elastic fin in front 
The problem to describe the motions of the fin driven boat running on a lake 
is difficult because of many influences acting on the boat. In this paper we have 
presented only the water force and torque to the boat during running time. Using 
the model of boat with all external forces and torques from water and excitation of 
the person we can do an optimization of kinetic variations and get a good design of 
the boat. 
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AP DUNG TINH TOAN LUC NUOC 
LEN TAU THE THAO NHO CH~Y TREN HO 
Trong bai baa nay sv chuyen d(mg cua tau the thao nh6 ch;;ty tren ho duqc mo 
ph6ng bang each Sfr d\mg cong Cl,l Alaska. Lvc va mo men ngoai tlr nuac trong 
suot thai gian chuyen d(mg . duqc tinh den. Cac ket qua tinh duqc so sanh vai cac 
ket qua do. 
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